Abstract. This paper presents a method for extracting a conceptual schema from a relational database. The method is based on an analysis of data manipulation statements in the code of an application using a relational DBMS. Attributes representing references between tables in the relational schema, and possible keys are determined by an analysis of join conditions in queries and view de nitions. Knowledge about which attributes link tables is used to investigate the database extension in a selective manner. When the keys cannot be unambiguously determined, possible solutions are generated by the system under guidance of the user. The approach makes it possible to e ciently construct a conceptual schema from only rudimentary information.
Introduction
The current rapid progress in the telecommunications domain will allow geographically distributed computers to interact more closely than today. However, this evolution is slowed down by existing information systems (IS) based on old-fashioned technology that does not allow them to be part of a distributed computing environment. These systems are referred to as legacy systems 2] and are characterized by e.g. old-fashioned architecture, lack of documentation and non-uniformity resulting from numerous extensions. These properties lead to in exible systems and high maintenance costs. Reverse engineering can help by extracting a conceptual, implementation independent speci cation that will provide a basis for future evolution of the IS. We propose a method for extracting ERC+ 13] speci cations from a relational database using only rudimentary information that can be expected to be found in a legacy system.
Most previous methods for translation from the relational to a conceptual model assume that functional and inclusion dependencies are given beforehand, e.g. 1 14] where several di erent sources are used to obtain information on keys and foreign keys, and in 3] where a method is presented for extracting functional dependencies from the database extension. In 5], possible inclusion dependencies are deduced from information on keys and foreign keys and are veri ed against the database extension.
The main interest of this work is reengineering of older systems, where the only information provided by the DBMS is table names, eld names, indices and possibly view de nitions. We try to deduce information on functional dependencies, keys and inclusion dependencies. The idea in this paper is to look for this information in data manipulation statements that can be extracted from the application code. In 14] , the use of queries in the reverse engineering process is brie y mentioned. Our approach emphasizes the use of data manipulation statements in queries and views.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the notation and gives a description of the ERC+ model. Section 3 presents how information is extracted from the database application and represented in a connection diagram. Section 4 gives an overview of the rules applied to the information in the diagram to generate an ERC+ schema. Finally, section 5 summarizes and gives directions of future work. 2 The ERC+ Data Model ERC+ extends the ER model, as de ned in 4], with multivalued and complex objects, and multi-instantiation. Figure 1 shows an ERC+ schema with an entity type Faculty Multi-instantiation in ERC+ comes in two avours: maybe and isa. maybe is used to express that object instances can be part of the extension of several object types. isa means that the extension of one object type is included in the extension of another object type. These operators can be de ned in modal logic, using the operator M for possibility and the operator N for necessity. Let X i and Y j be object types and x i and y j be the population of the respective object type. The following two propositions hold.
For a comprehensive description of the ERC+ model and algebra, see 13] . In the rest of the paper we use the following notational conventions. R denotes a relation scheme. Capital letters near the end of the alphabet stand for sets of attributes. For example X ik stands for the k:th attribute set of the i:th relation scheme. denotes a range variable of an SQL expression.
Information Retrieval
A database application typically includes data manipulation statements embedded in forms, reports and application code. In a set of queries that completely re ects the manipulation of a database, all connections with a structural meaning are necessarily present. An analysis based on the properties of the data manipulation is therefore complete and captures the application semantics as seen by the schema designer and the query programmer.
Views are de ned in terms of data manipulation statements. We analyse the statements regardless of whether they are de ned in a query or in a view.
Creation of a Connection Diagram
Semanticallyrelated attributes in di erent relation schemes are identi ed through an analysis of join clauses in the data manipulation statements of the application.
We only consider equi-joins because what we are looking for is attributes that represent references between the relation schemes in the database. Comparing references with anything else than equality is not a meaningful operation.
The information resulting from this analysis is represented in a connection diagram with nodes representing relation schemes, and where an edge between two nodes R i and R j implies that there is a join condition involving attributes in R i and R j .
A composite key in the relational schema results in several links, one for each attribute. We therefore introduce the notion of anchor that replaces the links of a composite key with one single link in the connection diagram. Two attributes are said to match if they have the same domain or intersecting domains. A set X ik of attributes in the relation scheme R i is said to match another set Y jm of attributes in R j i the cardinalities of the two sets are the same, and there exists a total bijective function, mapping attributes in X ik to matching attributes in Y jm . Figure 4 shows the connection diagram corresponding to the de nitions and the query in gure 2, including the anchors and the join conditions that induced the links. There are four anchors as shown in gure 3. In gure 4, the join conditions induce three links that are numbered 1, 2 and 3. Note that in the join condition generating link 3, R i and R j denotes the same relation (see de nition 1). 
Drawing Conclusions about Keys
Given our initial assumption that we do not have information about keys available to aid the reverse engineering process, we must nd sources other than the data dictionary to determine the keys. One possibility is to study the data manipulation statements.
A common situation in a relational database application is that the primary key of a relation is used to retrieve the tuple which matches a key value. We can call this a key-selection. If the query does not include the keyword distinct and if no cursor or similar construction is de ned on the result, this is an indication that the result is expected to be a single tuple and that the attribute or attributes in the selection criteria is the primary key of the relation.
Cyclic joins can be used to draw conclusions about keys. E.g. attributes that are tested against themselves for equality cannot be keys. Link 3 in gure 4 is an example of such a test, and we thus conclude that tel# is not a key in Person. With the information that we have so far we cannot say anything about keys in the relation schema Student. Suppose that the application includes also the query in gure 5. This time, students with the same parent are retrieved. The connection diagram in gure 6 includes link 4, which is a result of the query in gure 5.
select distinct S1.name, S1.address from Student S1, Student S2 where S1.parentName = S2.parentName and S1.parentAddress = S2.parentAddress and not (S1.name = S2.name and S1.address = S2.address)
Fig. 5. Cyclic join query
In the same way as with the relation scheme Person, we can conclude that the anchor Student.parentName, Student.parentAddress is not a key, because it is compared with itself for equality.
When tuples from the same relation are compared, the key value is used to exclude tuples that match themselves. This is the case in the query in gure 5 where tuples in the result corresponding to the case where a student is compared with itself, and thus has the same parent, is excluded. We thus conclude that the anchor Student.name, Student.address is a candidate key of Student, because elimination of the case when a student is compared with itself is done using this anchor. The data manipulation statements can also be analysed with respect to where-in clauses, which is an SQL construction equivalent to the join condition. The use of the keyword distinct in a query implies that the attribute has non-unique values. This can be exploited in queries not including a join, because the join operation generates duplicates to which the distinct keyword may apply. The attributes on which a group-by clause are de ned, are not keys.
The investigation of queries gives us information on references between the relation schemes, and we start to see the structure of the conceptual schema. We also get information on the identi ers of the relation schemes. However, we need to complete the information we have on the keys, and we must determine the inclusion dependencies between the attributes that link tables. For this purpose we investigate the database extension.
Analysing the Database Extension
We examine the database extension and establish a functional dependency graph and an inclusion dependency graph. This information is added to the connection diagram, see gure 7, where the arrows indicate the direction of inclusion dependencies, and sources of functional dependencies are underlined.
De nition2. A functional dependency is de ned on the anchors X ik and Y il of relation R i , and written X ik ! Y il i for every two tuples t 1 We use knowledge resulting from the query analysis phase when investigating the database extension. Since we can restrict the search to those attributes that occur in join conditions, the complexity of the task of calculating functional and inclusion dependencies is signi cantly reduced compared to the case where we have no information on which attributes are used to link relation schemes.
However, it is not always possible to extract information on inclusion dependencies from the database extension, because the data does not necessarily re ect the schema exactly. Consider a relational schema corresponding to the ERC+ schema in gure 1 with a relation Department and a relation O er that includes a reference to Department. The intended meaning is that an o er without a department cannot exist. It is possible that the departments represented in the database make an o er at least once, giving no possibility to conclude that a department can exist independently of an o er, and that an o er cannot exist independently of a department.
Candidate keys not occuring in join conditions do not carry structural information and can be ignored. Such keys do not represent object types, but just happen to have distinct values. In an exhaustive search for functional dependencies that checks every combination of attributes, they would be considered sources of functional dependencies which would be erroneous. With our method this possibility is eliminated. However, links between attributes with accidentally unique values remain a problem. We have to rely on the user to identify these links.
Keys and Object Types
An object based model like ERC+ classi es the objects in the real world in object types, where each object instance is identi ed by its object identi er (OId). In the relational model, keys are used to identify real world objects. Multiple candidate keys in the same scheme can represent the same or di erent object types. We give an example to illustrate this. It also occurs that a candidate key does not at all represent an object type, it can be an attribute with accidentally unique values.
We rely on the user to classify the candidate keys, i.e., to decide whether multiple candidate keys in a scheme represent the same object type or not, and if some candidate key is an attribute with accidentaly unique values. We can draw some conclusions from looking at the queries on the candidate keys, e.g., if there are key-selections on a candidate key, this indicates that it is identifying an object type. When a relation includes candidate keys that represent di erent object types, each of these object types will be represented by an entity type in the conceptual schema.
Non-structural Links
Queries can occur that include comparisons of attributes that do not represent references. In general, these links should be removed, and for this purpose we de ne a structural link as a link including at least one OId. This de nition makes it possible to detect and discard such non-structural distortions.
De nition4. A structural link L(X ik ; Y jl ) is any link where at least one of the anchors is an OId.
According to de nition 4, links 3 and 4 in gure 6 are classi ed as nonstructural, and in the diagram in gure 9 they are removed.
In some cases, the criterion in de nition 4 proves too strong, i.e. some links that contain structural information are classi ed as non-structural. Consider Link 2 is non-structural according to de nition 4. However, since the target of link 2, Build.dep#, is linked to Department.dep#, the transitive property of the inclusion dependency can be used to defer the non-structural link to Department.dep# and create link 4. Link 2 is removed. If the inclusion dependency of link 3 had been in the opposite direction, link 2 could not have been recovered to link 4.
In the same way, link 4 in gure 6 could be completely deferred to the anchor Person.name, Person.address, since this anchor is a key. It would nevertheless be non-structural, since we are looking for attributes that are semantically equivalent and that link relation schemes. An attribute that is semantically equivalent to itself is a trivial case.
The recovery of non-structural links is an operation that is available to the user who decides whether it should be used or not.
Translation Rules
The connection diagram is transformed to an ERC+ diagram by application of a set of translation rules divided into three groups. Every join condition induces a link and every structural link is introduced in the ERC+ schema, which means that the rules are complete in the sense that they capture the application semantics as seen by the query programmer.
When the keys cannot be determined in the query analysis, we have to extract the keys from the database extension as described above. This involves a component of uncertainty, so we have to make an assumption about which attributes are keys before applying the rules to generate a translation. The assumption is preferably guided by a user who has knowledge about the application domain. Translations that are based on assumptions are evaluated by the user, who can change the assumptions and demand that another translation be generated.
The user also has at his disposal a set of transformation operations, which can be used to simplify and re ne the result. These transformation operations lie outside the scope of this paper, for a description see 8].
Node Rules
The node rules use the id-independency property of the object types represented in the relation schemes to generate solutions. Id-independency is determined by an analysis of correspondences between the referencing anchors and the key of an object type. Inclusion dependencies are signi cant to the classi cation, e.g. a relation scheme that is mapped to a relationship type must have outgoing links to the entity types participating in the relationship type. An incoming link cannot imply id-dependency, since there cannot be values of a dependent anchor that do not exist as values of the determining anchor. Therefore, we examine only referencing anchors.
De nition5. A key K is id-independent i no referencing anchor de ned on a proper subset of attributes in K is an OId in another relation scheme. An objecttype is id-independent i the key that represents its OId is id-independent. A key or an object type that is not id-independent is id-dependent.
Node rule 1: An id-independent object type is translated to an entity type.
This occurs e.g. when there are no referencing anchors, when all links are dened on the entire OId of the object type, and when all referencing anchors are de ned on attributes not included in the OId.
Node rule 2: An id-dependent object type is translated to a relationship type if it has more than one outgoing link de ned on OIds in other relation schemes.
This occurs when there is more than one outgoing link that form the OId of the object type, when the attributes of the OId form a subset of the attributes in the referencing anchors, when the attributes of all referencing anchors form a proper subset of the attributes of the object type's OId, and when there are at least two outgoing links and the OId includes a referencing anchor.
There are cases when we have to add an explicit integrity constraint to complete the ERC+ schema. Consider the relation R (p, v), where p and v form a composite key and are also separate referencing anchors to relation scheme P and V respectively. An instance of R is completely dependent on the instances of P and V for its identi cation. An instance of P can only link distinct instances of V over R, and vice versa. R must be translated to a relationship type, since it is dependent on the objects to which it is linked. In the ERC+ model, an instance of P and an instance of V can be linked together more than once over di erent instances of the relationship type, while in the relational version, an instance of P cannot link the same instance of V more than once. An additional integrity constraint must thus be added to the ERC+ schema.
The relational representations of the ERC+ concepts Multivalued Attribute and Weak Entity Type are identical. We introduce the concept dependent as a generalization of the two to be used as an intermediate type during the translation.
Node rule 3: An object type is translated to a dependent when there is only one referencing anchor with attributes that form a proper subset of the attributes of the OId of the object type.
A weak entity type can be distinguished from a multivalued attribute as it is either linked to a relationship type or it is involved in a multi-instantiation. This is handled by a re nement rule, to be described in Section 4.3. Figure 12 shows a Link rule 2: A link between two candidate keys indicates a multi-instantiation link or a property link. If both candidate keys are object identi ers, then the link is a multi-instantiation link and the inclusion dependency of the link determines the type of multi-instantiation (see the description of ERC+ above). If the link is undetermined then it is translated to a one-to-one relationship type, if the link is overlapping then it is translated to a maybe link, and otherwise it is translated to an isa link. Figure 13 shows a table de ning the translation of links. The de nition of the maybe multi-instantiation says that in some possible instance of the database, two populations may share objects. So even if this is not the case in the database instance at the time of the analysis of the database, the two populations may share objects in another instance. This problem is related to the problems one faces in general when investigating particular database instances as described in section 3.3. In these cases we rely on the user to interpret the semantics of the relational schema. The re nement rules combine the information given by the two previous sets of rules to produce the nal translation.
Re nement rule 1: A non-structural link can be transformed to a structural link by replacing one of its anchors.
Re nement rule 2: A dependent which is linked to a relationship type or by a multi-instantiation link is a weak entity type.
Re nement rule 3: A dependent which is not linked to a relationship type or by a multi-instantiation link is a multivalued attribute.
Re nement rule 4: A property link between an entity type and a relationship type is translated to a role. If the anchor of the relationship type is part of the key of the corresponding table, then the cardinality of the role is 0,n, otherwise the cardinality is 0,1.
We give an example to illustrate the rules above. Consider the connection diagram in gure 11, which is translated to the ERC+ schema shown in gure 14. According to node rule 1, Employee and Department are id-independent and translated to entity types. A property that is shared by types other than entity types cannot be restructured according to re nement rule 7. The reason is that only an entity type can Re nement rule 8: A relation scheme containing candidate keys identifying different object types is mapped to two separate entity types related with a oneto-one relationship type.
To illustrate case 8 above, consider the example in gure 8. Assume that all anchors are considered OIds. A translation of this example to ERC+ is shown in gure 18. The relation scheme Car includes two di erent object types and has thus been split into Car and Owner, which are linked with a one-to-one relationship type. All links are translated to multi-instantiation links according to link rule 2. Since emp# and fname, addressg are considered to identify the same object type, they can both be used to de ne the generalization hierarchy. A method for extracting a conceptual schema of a relational database has been presented. Semantically related attributes as well as keys are determined through an analysis of the data manipulation statements. The extracted information is represented in a connection diagram. The information in the graph allows a selective investigation of the database in terms of the values of attributes linking tables. The user guides the translation process when the rules have to be applied to ambiguous information. So far the method has been tested on a number of examples. A preliminary study has been made on the applicability of the method to a real system used to administrate the students at a university. Data was represented with a relationallike data model and with applications written in a 4GL proper to the vendor. Queries over several record types are made with a cross-referencing technique in the 4GL language. It was seen that it is possible to nd the connections between tables by analysing the program code. It was also found that a substantial amount of work would be needed to analyse the program code in order to create the connection diagram. Attribute values from one table may be passed as parameters before they are matched with attribute values from another table. This makes it di cult to keep track of which attributes are really matched. One future direction of work will be to study the problem of source code analysis in di erent environments.
Future work also includes a study of which conclusions can be drawn from the topological properties of the connection diagram. Examples of such rules are:
{ Nodes connected to a relationship type are not themselves relationship types. { A chain of generalizations is non-cyclic. { A chain of attributes is non-cyclic. { A node with a link to itself is an entity type, and the link corresponds to a cyclic relationship type. { A node with only one link is not a relationship type.
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